
 

 

Long term performance prospects for the CMS ECAL Endcaps 1 

 2 

1. Introduction 3 

 4 

This document summarises the work that has been carried out to appraise the long term performance 5 

prospects for the CMS ECAL Endcaps (EE) and the plans to continue this work in the future. The work is 6 

categorised under a number of Research and Appraisal (R&A) packages collected under sections 2 and 3 7 

for “Crystal and photo-detector performance – current and future work” and “Detector hardware – present 8 

knowledge and future work”. Estimates for the evolution of EE energy resolution up to 3000fb
-1

 are 9 

discussed in section 4, followed by conclusions in section 5. 10 

 11 

The EE covers an |η| range from 1.48 to 3.0. The active EE readout electronics has an innermost radius of 12 

475mm. The electronics are located behind a neutron moderator 3700mm from the IP, corresponding to |η| 13 

~2.6-2.7. The total neutron fluence (for energies >100keV) behind the neutron moderator will be ~0.8.10
14

 14 

cm
-2

 after 500 fb
-1

 (the estimated total for the LHC era is now 700fb
-1

) and 5.10
14

 cm
-2

 after 3000 fb
-1

, at 15 

|η| = 2.6. The neutrons have energies of ~0.1-1 MeV [1]. 16 

 17 

The integrated dose behind the crystals will reach 20kGy (2MRad) for 500 fb
-1

 and 120kGy (12MRad) for 18 

3000fb
-1

, at |η| = 2.6. 19 

 20 

Crystal damage has been observed due to charged hadrons. The total charged hadron fluence will be 5.10
13 

21 

cm
-2

 after an integrated luminosity of 500fb
-1

 and 30.10
13

 cm
-2

 after 3000fb
-1

 (end HiLHC) at |η| = 3.0. 22 

 23 

Light from the EE lead tungstate crystals is read out by Vacuum Phototriodes (VPTs) which extend to  24 

|η| = 3. In this region the radiation environment is ~2.5 times that at |η| = 2.6 for dose and charged hadron 25 

fluence. The neutron fluence through the VPTs at |η| = 3.0 will be ~6.10
14

 cm
-2

 after 500 fb
-1

 and 36.10
14

 26 

cm
-2

 after 3000 fb
-1

. 27 

 28 

Material for this document has been taken from various sources, including summary talks and workshops 29 

concerning the prospects for EE performance with respect to crystal degradation, VPT performance and 30 

electronics performance [2]. 31 

 32 

2. Crystal and photodetector performance – current and future work 33 

 34 

R&A 1. Hadron damage to lead tungstate crystals 35 
Lead tungstate crystals have been found to suffer cumulative light yield loss due to hadron damage [3]. 36 

This damage is the main source of detector degradation to the energy resolution. In the text, || = 2.2 is 37 

used as a reference point as a high resolution region of EE behind the Preshower at startup. 38 

 39 

Fig. 1 (left) shows the light yield loss measured for crystals exposed to proton fluences of up to 5.4.10
13

 40 

cm
-2

, using a cosmic ray test stand, and the loss measured at a test beam for a crystal exposed to 10
13

 41 

protons cm
-2

, as a function of proton fluence [4]. The red curve is a fit to the data. The dotted vertical lines 42 

indicate the fluence expected at || = 2.2 for 500fb
-1

 (LHC) and 3000fb
-1

 (HiLHC). The datum from test 43 

beam measurements is in good agreement with the cosmic ray data [5]. 44 

 45 

The curve in Fig. 2 (right) shows the reduction in light with respect to startup, using the fit from Fig. 1. 46 

After an exposure of 500fb
-1

 a factor 4 less light is emitted by crystals at || = 2.2, rising to a factor of 25 47 

by 3000fb
-1

. 48 

 49 

The light yield loss across the CMS ECAL is shown in Fig. 3 for various integrated luminosities. By the 50 

end of LHC operation the light yield losses in the EE are more than 50% for || values above 2.2. Hadron 51 



 

 

damage is the most important source of EE detector degradation. The results are discussed in more detail 52 

in section 4. 53 

 54 

Future work: test beam appraisal of crystals to 2-3.10
13

 and 6.10
13

 protons cm
-2

. Data points at 2-3.10
13

 55 

protons cm
-2

 will be particularly useful for confirming the profile of light yield loss with fluence shown in 56 

Fig. 1 [6]. The development of colour centre annealing/bleaching schemes would be highly beneficial. 57 

 58 

 59 
Fig. 1: Left, Crystal light yield loss versus proton fluence measured with cosmic rays (filled squares) and 60 

at the test beam (blue triangle). Right, the consequent light yield loss factor. 61 

 62 

 63 
 64 

Fig. 2: Light yield loss due to proton damage for a set of integrated luminosities as a function of pseudo-65 

rapidity across the ECAL. 66 

  67 

R&A 2. Electromagnetic damage to lead tungstate crystals 68 
Ionising radiation produces colour centres in lead tungstate crystals. The damage mechanism and the 69 

consequences for operation at the LHC have been studied extensively [7]. The damage is not cumulative 70 

and leads to a light yield loss which is in equilibrium with the dose rate. The losses are calculated to be 71 

~30% across the EE, at high luminosity, as shown in Fig. 3. In-situ ionising radiation damage measured at 72 

low luminosity in July and August 2010, show effects at the 0.1-0.2% level [8]. These losses are in line 73 

with expectations. 74 



 

 

 75 
Fig. 3: Average light yield resulting from the dose rate effects of ionising radiation on colour centre 76 

creation at high luminosity (10
34

 cm
-2

 s
-1

), versus pseudo-rapidity. The figure shows a set of crystals with 77 

different levels of intrinsic colour centre sites. On average crystals have a colour centre density which 78 

would give rise to a loss of 31.6% of light at saturation. 79 

 80 

Bleaching with infra-red light has been found to remove this damage [9]. The benefits and practicalities of 81 

incorporating a bleaching system in the current detector, for these losses, are under discussion.  82 

 83 

Future work: analysis of data from CMS and comparison to models of crystal light yield loss as a function 84 

of LHC luminosity. Continued appraisal of possible colour centre annealing/bleaching schemes. 85 

 86 

R&A 3. Vacuum Phototriode (VPT) photocathode degradation 87 
VPTs are expected to draw photo-currents from the photo-cathode of ~2.5nA and 8nA at high luminosity, 88 

at |η| = 2.5 and 2.8 respectively, induced by scintillation light from the crystals [10]. Extensive tests have 89 

been carried out at 3.8/4.0T to measure the long term photocathode degradation associated with these 90 

currents. 5 VPTs have been tested, with a spread of losses from a few percent to one device losing 35% as 91 

shown in Fig. 4 (left) [11]. The integrated charge taken on one of the tubes is ~80% of that expected for 92 

3000fb
-1

, for a response loss of only 5%. 93 

 94 

Future work: Photocathode degradation tests on a further 25-30 VPTs to improve the statistics on VPT 95 

behaviour. 96 

  97 
 98 

Fig. 4: Left, the loss of VPT yield as a function of integrated charge taken from the photocathode for 5 99 

VPTs, 4 with photo-currents at 10nA and one at 1nA (red). The red curve is a double exponential fit to the 100 

data and the black line an extrapolation of the fit to 0.2 C. Right, VPT annealing (green data) after 101 

illumination at 4T with a photocathode current of 1nA for 11 months. 102 

 103 

R&A 4. VPT annealing 104 
The VPT exposed to illumination with a photocathode load of 1nA at 4T, in Fig. 4 left, was found to 105 

anneal by ~10% over a subsequent period of 9 months without load, as shown in Fig. 4 right [12]. The 106 
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proposed LHC shutdowns in 2012, 2016 and 2020 will be beneficial for the partial recovery of VPT 107 

performance. 108 

 109 

Future work: tests on more VPTs for improved statistics, tests with VPTs at moderately elevated 110 

temperatures (25
o
C) to see if faster annealing rates can be obtained. 111 

 112 

R&A 5. VPT faceplate degradation 113 
VPT faceplate glass batches were required to meet a production technical specification that there be less 114 

than 10% light attenuation after a received dose of 20kGy (2Mrad). These tests are being repeated, but at 115 

stepped increases in dose, to measure the evolution of faceplate transparency with dose. Measurements at 116 

10kGy and 20kGy suggest that the increase in faceplate damage gets progressively less with accumulated 117 

dose as shown in Fig. 5 [13]. 118 

 119 

Future work: measure faceplate losses for proton fluences up to 6.10
13

 cm
-2

. 120 

 121 

 122 
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 124 
Fig. 5: VPT faceplate induced absorption after 10kGy and 20kGy, as a function of wavelength. The PWO4 125 

emission peak is at 420nm. 126 

 127 

3. Detector hardware – present knowledge and future work  128 

 129 

R&A 6. VPT irradiation studies 130 
VPTs have been tested to 7.10

14
n/cm

2
 at a reactor, and to an integrated dose of 100kGy (10Mrad), 131 

corresponding approximately to the end of LHC (600fb
-1

) at |η| = 3.0, with a measured response loss of 132 

17%. None suffered catastrophic failure [14]. 133 

 134 

A VPT has also been exposed to a 
252

Cf source of neutrons, at a rate of 10
7
 neutrons cm

-2
 s

-1
 corresponding 135 

to high luminosity running at |η| = 3.0. The VPT pulse shape was unaffected by the fluence, and only a 136 

modest increase in noise, at the same level as the intrinsic electronics noise, was observed [14]. 137 

 138 

Future work: irradiation of an increased number of VPTs, with protons and neutrons, to get higher 139 

statistics for the survivability of VPTs at the HiLHC. 140 

 141 

R&A 7. VPT Helium ingress 142 
The ultimate lifetime for VPT operation could be limited by the rate of He ingress into the tube and the 143 

consequent loss of proportional and stable operation. A bare unglued VPT has been exposed to a He 144 

atmosphere until breakdown [15]. In CMS the tubes are wrapped in metal foil and bonded to a crystal at 145 

one end. They have a protective RTV cover at the other end and are operated in a nitrogen atmosphere. 146 

These features may help to reduce the rate of He diffusion into the tubes. 147 

 148 



 

 

Future work: appraisal of He diffusion with production VPTs glued to crystals. The measurement of He 149 

levels in CMS, during N2 inertion, through oxygen meters installed in the Dees. 150 

 151 

R&A 8. Digital readout electronics 152 
A single tower of ECAL readout electronics was exposed to a 63 MeV proton beam at PSI to 1.5.10

13
 153 

protons cm
-2

 corresponding to a dose of 21kGy (2.1MRad) and a neutron fluence of 3.10
13

 n cm
-2 

 (200fb
-1

 154 

at |η| = 2.6) The digital electronics operated without any serious degradation in performance [16]. 155 

 156 

The multi-gain preamplifiers (MGPAs) have been tested to 50 kGy (~40% of HiLHC) with10 keV X-rays 157 

at ~10 kGy/h. A 3% reduction in gain was observed but the pulse shape remained unchanged. The tracker 158 

version of the optical link components have been tested  to 1.5 MGy (
60

Co) and ~5x10
15

 n/cm
2
 (18 MeV) 159 

(~10x HiLHC for EE). Light output from the readout lasers dropped to zero by 2-3 10
15

 n/cm
2
 (3x HiLHC 160 

at |η| = 2.6) [2]. However, no annealing time was included in these tests. This is expected to increase the 161 

lifetime by factors of ~3. 162 

 163 

Future work: exposure of an electronics readout tower to 3000fb
-1

 integrated over long periods of time. 164 

 165 

R&A 9. Low voltage regulators (LVRs) 166 
An LVR was exposed to a total of 1.7.10

14
 protons cm

-2
, corresponding to 3.4.10

14
 neutrons cm

-2
 (2100fb

-1
 167 

at |η| = 2.6) over a 5 day period [17]. The LVR required increasing levels of input voltage to supply the 168 

correct output voltages to the readout electronics, coupled with diminishing output current capability. The 169 

LVR performance appears to be adequate up to 2.0. 10
14

 neutrons cm
-2

 (1200fb
-1

 at |η| = 2.6). However, 170 

the effects of possible annealing, over longer operating timescales, need to be taken into account. 171 

 172 

Future work: LVR tests to 3000fb
-1

, but at LHC rates. 173 

 174 

R&A 10. High voltage components 175 
Extensive tests, some to 80% of the levels expected at 3000 fb

-1
, have not given rise to any catastrophic 176 

capacitance or resistance failures, with R-C component values changing by only a few percent [18][2]. The 177 

HV Filter card components have been irradiated to 10
15

 n/cm
2
 (0.3 x HiLHC at |η| = 3.0) using the 178 

spallation neutron spectrum at ISIS, RAL, while biased at 1 kV. Small changes were observed in capacitor 179 

values, negligible changes in resistor values and no breakdown up to 2 kV 180 

 181 

Future work: Additional component irradiation tests to 3000fb
-1

. 182 

 183 

4. Estimates for ECAL resolution up to 3000fb
-1 

184 

 185 

Work is underway to simulate EE performance as a function of integrated fluence in order to appraise the 186 

impact on physics [19]. However, a rough estimate for EE resolution with fluence can be made using the 187 

data from Fig. 1 and this procedure is described here. 188 

 189 

The factor by which the light emitted by crystals is reduced due to hadron damage, as a function of proton 190 

fluence is shown in Fig. 2. This curve has been used to calculate the reduction in light for specific pseudo-191 

rapidities and integrated luminosities across the CMS ECAL, using the fluences in the ECAL TDR [1]. 192 

 193 

In the EE additional factors have been assumed: ionising radiation losses (factor 1.3), VPT response losses 194 

(factor 1.25) and VPT faceplate losses (factor 1.1). This leads to a further factor of 1.8 reduction in the 195 

number of photo-electrons liberated at the VPT photo-cathode. The total reduction factor (RF) at || = 2.2 196 

is 7.15 after an exposure of 500fb
-1

 (end LHC) and 45 after 3000fb
-1

 (end HiLHC). 197 

 198 

The energy resolution is parameterized by equations 1) and 2) below, for the EE and EB respectively. The 199 

reduction factor (RF) appears in the stochastic term for the photo-statistics and in the noise term. In the EE 200 

the energy summation is taken over a 3x3 array of crystals, where a lateral leakage contribution to the 201 



 

 

stochastic term of 1.4% has been used [20]. The startup photo-statistic and constant terms in the EE are 202 

taken as 3.5% and 0.38% respectively [21,22]. The startup transverse noise in the EE is approximately flat 203 

over the whole detector at ~50MeV per channel. 204 

 205 

An additional stochastic term of 4.0% is included for the Preshower, for 2.6 < || <1.65, up to 700fb
-1

 206 

(end LHC) at which point it will be removed. The Preshower contribution is small but is included for 207 

completeness. 208 

 209 

In the ECAL Barrel (EB) the energy summation is taken over a 5x5 array of crystals. The startup 210 

stochastic and constant terms are taken as 3.0% and 0.3% respectively (the lateral leakage term is taken as 211 

negligible) [23]. The noise in the EB is flat across the whole detector at ~35MeV per channel. The noise 212 

associated with the increase of APD leakage current with neutron fluence has not been included. 213 

 214 

Pile-up, and the effect of APD leakage currents with neutron fluence (in the EB), have not been included. 215 

 216 

 217 
 218 

Published constant terms, for non-irradiated crystals, have been taken for this analysis. Initial results from 219 

a crystal irradiated to 10
13

 protons cm
-2

, in R&A 1, appear to show the constant term decreasing with 220 

fluence rather than increasing [5]. Further measurements of the constant term are needed at testbeams, to 221 

higher fluences, coupled with simulations for light transport and collection. 222 

 223 

Fig. 6 shows the contributions to the energy resolution from the stochastic, constant and noise terms after 224 

500fb
-1

 and 3000fb
-1

at || = 2.2. The noise term (red) dominates the resolution up to ~300 GeV for 500fb
-1

 225 

and still dominates above 1000 GeV for 3000fb
-1

. The constant term has increasingly less importance with 226 

increasing fluence. The stochastic term is negligible. 227 

 228 

  229 
 230 

Fig. 6: left, the energy resolution at || = 2.2 as a function of particle energy after an integrated luminosity 231 

of 500fb
-1

 and, right, the resolution at || = 2.2 after 3000fb
-1

 together with the separate contributions from 232 

the stochastic, constant and noise terms. 233 

 234 

Fig. 7, left and right, shows the ECAL resolution as a function of pseudo-rapidity and integrated 235 

luminosity for 100 and 500GeV particles respectively. In both cases the loss of resolution across the EE 236 

can be seen as the integrated luminosity increases, and reflects the steep loss in light output seen in Fig. 1 237 

that already occurs for only 10
13

 protons cm
-2

. For a 100 GeV particle the resolution is severely impacted 238 



 

 

except for low pseudo-rapidity and low integrated luminosity, rising to 65% by 3000fb
-1

 at || = 3.0. At 239 

500 GeV the resolution is better than 14% for all pseudo-rapidities and integrated luminosities [24]. 240 

 241 

 242 
 243 

 244 

Fig. 7, left and right, the ECAL resolution as a function of pseudo-rapidity and integrated luminosity for 245 

100 and 500GeV particles respectively. 246 

 247 

5. Conclusions 248 

 249 

An extensive programme of work has been underway for a number of years to appraise the long term 250 

performance prospects for the EE. The dominating concern is the loss of light due to hadron damage to the 251 

crystals. Although a bleaching scheme has been found to be successful for removing colour centres from 252 

ionising radiation, none has been found which tackles the problem of hadron damage. Continued work to 253 

find a possible solution is essential to avoid the substantial, and inevitable, resolution losses described in 254 

this document. 255 

 256 

The continued test beam appraisal of hadron irradiated crystals is essential in order to map out hadron 257 

damage in the region of 2-3.10
13

 protons cm
-2

 and beyond.  258 

 259 

The VPTs appear to be robust and able to withstand long term operation to the end of HiLHC (3000fb
-1

) 260 

but more work is needed to improve the statistics for tube behaviour. 261 

 262 

The main concern for the readout electronics is the low voltage regulator. It is important that a new 263 

programme of radiation tests is carried out on this component. However, replacement of the regulators 264 

would be possible, if difficult. 265 

 266 
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